
In recent years, outside counsel guidelines (OCGs) 

have expanded so much in scope and complexity  

that law firms often find themselves in a treadmill  

of playing “catch up.” 

Many firms still lack a central repository for clients’ 

OCGs and other client engagement terms — and  

even the ones that do often find it challenging to  

track every component. We often hear from firms  

that negotiating and managing OCGs and enforcing 

compliance can feel like an “all or nothing” mountain 

to climb, but it doesn’t have to be.  

In this article, I’ll share my thoughts on how firms  

can start small in building more systematic OCG  

compliance, drawing on the experience of an Am Law 

100 firm that has been successful in taking an iterative 

approach and demonstrating clear ROI along the way. 
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The Starting Line 
(Or Capturing Incoming OCGs) 

A fundamental challenge with OCGs and client terms 

documents is knowing how they are making their way 

into the firm.  

Typically the OCG or request for proposal (RFP) is 

sent to a lawyer who has a relationship with the client 

or prospect, but they might also be sent directly to 

the firm’s Accounting Department. When incoming 

lateral hires bring a book of business with them those 

new relationships can also include client terms.  

Building a process that ensures that OCGs are routed 

to a designated individual (such as the firm’s general 

counsel) is a simple but critical step to ensuring that 

your firm hasn’t conceded defeat before the “race” 

has even begun. Without a review and approval pro-

cess, and a central repository for OCGs and client 

commitment documents, the potential for unwel-

come surprises down the line is immense. 

Once a centralized OCG review process is in place, 

the firm is positioned to be able to identify potentially 

problematic issues and negotiate prior to accepting 

terms, rather than constantly having to take a more 

reactive stance as documents are “discovered” in  

various desk drawers and email folders after the fact. 

 

Mapping the Route 

Choosing your course and pace once you leave the 

starting line requires a clear understanding of your 

business priorities. Or in other words, are you  

training for a marathon or a sprint? 

For example, if your firm’s priority is the ability to 

generate data analytics on how OCG trends are  

potentially affecting every part of your business — 

from billing guidelines and payment terms to docu-

ment retention periods and diversity requirements — 

it makes sense to prioritize cataloguing those client 

terms in a central, structured database, such as  

Intapp Terms.  

With a comprehensive overview of standard terms of 

engagement and the range of variation across your 

client portfolio, your firm will be better positioned to 

negotiate with clients across various industries and 

also identify any terms that clients have changed 

when updated OCGs are sent through.  

But before you embark, you still need to think  

carefully about the end results you want to achieve,  

which in turn will determine the types of rules you 

need to track and the scope and granularity of the 

contractual obligations you want to be able to  

negotiate, monitor, enforce and report on. 
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The key is developing a taxonomy that makes sense, 

balancing the desire to be comprehensive and 

“capture everything” with the practicality of ensuring 

that the qualitative and quantitative details in the  

client terms you are categorizing are useful and 

meaningful to your Risk, Finance and other Opera-

tions teams, as well as other lawyers and staff.  

And if you decide to “go broad” in your approach  

to capturing client terms, the good news is that the 

process of indexing terms referenced in unstructured 

client commitment documents has sped up consider-

ably since Intapp introduced AI-assisted terms  

categorization within its Intapp Terms product. 

 

An Initial Focus on High-Impact 

Objectives 

In the case of the Am Law 100 firm we worked with, 

the Finance and Risk teams started by defining critical 

questions they wanted to address: 

How can we share knowledge and distribute  

information on OCGs and client terms within  

a firm with over 1,000 attorneys? 

How can we monitor OCG compliance internally 

and fix any issues quickly — before a problematic 

invoice reaches the client and results in write-offs? 

The firm’s key priority initially was to take steps  

that would immediately help reduce write-offs —  

so we agreed to focus our efforts on improving the 

visibility and enforcement of client billing restrictions. 

In other words, the firm decided from the outset to 

take a more focused approach that would demon-

strate “quick win” results. [See Sidebar] 
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INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES 

OCG Cost and Expense 
 

The return from investing in addressing OCG compliance  

can be significant. One industry study noted that a 1%  

improvement to realization through enhanced billing  

review can generate an additional $1 million for the  

average Am Law 200 firm.
1
 

In one article, the Chief Practice Management Officer at an 

Am Law 100 firm shared data and perspective suggesting 

that these approaches, which enable contemporaneous 

correction of time recording issues, can reduce bill  

rejections by 60% and write-downs by 50%.
2
 

An Association of Legal Administrators survey of nearly 

200 firms notes instances of organizations reporting losing 

$15,000 a day or $4 million annually, tied to their struggles 

to comply with Outside Counsel Guidelines, with billing 

compliance the number one challenge. Further, the over-

whelming majority regularly have bills reduced or rejected. 

And nearly half report believing that “clients change the 

rules and guidelines without informing the firm.”
3
 

In another survey, firms with 150 or more lawyers reported 

having to review 100-200 client OCGs annually. Strikingly, 

55% to 71% of these firms (based on size) reported still 

relying on custom internal systems or ad hoc processes to 

address review and tracking of these guidelines and their 

compliance requirements.
4
 

1. A Curious Source for Improved Law Firm Financial Performance (IRG 2018) 

2. Defining the Need — Billing Guidelines vs. Outside Counsel Guidelines (2019) 

3. Annual Law Firm Leader Survey on Outside Counsel Guidelines (ALA, 2019) 

4. Survey: Staffing Risk Management (Intapp, 2021) 
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Improving Visibility into Client 

Billing Restrictions  

At this firm, one of the first projects we worked on 

together focused on making client-specific billing 

restrictions more visible and accessible to every  

attorney who might be working on a matter.  

To address this, Aurora North worked with the firm  

to capture relevant billing restrictions for each client 

using its Intapp OnePlace for Risk software platform. 

We also built an integration between Intapp and the 

firm’s client portal (based on SharePoint), so that  

users could easily pull up client terms data and  

generate reports at the client level or at the  

matter level.  

We then went one step further to tie data on client-

specific billing restrictions to the firm’s Intapp Time 

system. As a result, when lawyers went in to enter 

time spent on a particular matter, they could see a  

list of the time entry restrictions specific to that client 

and were less likely to make problematic entries (e.g. 

incorrect billing codes, categories or “block billing,” if 

not allowed) which would lead to rejection of invoices 

down the line.  

Another project we worked on focused on making 

client-specific staffing restrictions more visible to lead 

attorneys, to prevent them from assigning first-year 

lawyers, for example, to a client matter if it was ex-

plicitly disallowed per the client’s OCGs.  

As a first step, we created clear summary notifications 

that would send lead attorneys and their secretaries a 

bullet point list of the most important client terms 

they were obligated to follow, as soon as they had 

opened a new matter for that client.  

As an additional safeguard, we built extensible alerts 

which flag specific issues requiring pre-approval by 

the client, such as new timekeepers and billable travel 

time, to Finance.  

The Finance team now runs daily reports on new 

timekeepers billing to client matters which have staff-

ing restrictions in place, as well as travel requests 

subject to client rules, and is able to intervene as 

needed to manage compliance. 

By ensuring that any issues requiring discussion with 

and pre-approval from the client are flagged to both 

the lead attorneys and to Finance early in the billing 

cycle, the firm is now able to avoid costly scenarios 

such as allowing the “wrong” staff to work on a client 

matter for an extended period of time, or having to 

write off time spent for unapproved travel and/or 

research. 
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Tracking Progress  

and Demonstrating ROI  

The ability to track internal progress and monitor  

improvements can provide tremendous motivation  

to continue charging ahead. And it helps to have a 

baseline set of measurements in place for ongoing 

comparison. 

In our example, the firm already had extensive histor-

ical data on billing write-offs — with enough detail 

and structure in place which enabled the Finance 

team to identify the subset of those tied to OCG  

non-compliance or related billing errors.  

With a clear snapshot of the financial impact of OCG-

related billing errors prior to making changes, the 

firm was able to provide an initial “before” and “after” 

picture to internal stakeholders which underscored 

the value of improving compliance with client billing 

restrictions. The firm was also able to demonstrate 

that it was on track to hit its annual target for reduc-

ing write-offs equating to a seven-figure return on its 

investment within the first year. 

The pre-approval alerts in particular have highlighted 

that Finance is able to catch and address problems 

within one or two days of time being entered incor-

rectly, rather than allowing those errors to slip 

through into invoices which are then rejected by  

clients up to two months down the line. 

Client rules addressing billing, fees and cost recovery 

are all areas where the rubber meets the road in 

terms of potentially costly errors and mistakes. The 

good news is that highlighting how improving OCG 

management can translate to greater revenue, better 

collections, and improved recovery is a great way to 

secure internal buy-in for fresh investment, rather 

than only focusing on warnings about the importance 

of risk management.  

By demonstrating projected ROI in the early stages of 

a terms management project, firms are better posi-

tioned to justify additional investment in new systems 

and new processes, and broaden the scope of an 

OCG compliance program as needed.  

 

Automating Enforcement 
(of Billing Restrictions and Beyond) 

Automating enforcement of OCG requirements is 

often the next step for firms that have centralized 

information on client terms and improved how those 

terms are communicated and shared with key internal 

stakeholders.  
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With regard to client billing restrictions, this could 

take the form of integrating billing rules directly into 

time entry software. By implementing logic that takes 

advantage of native checks in your time entry soft-

ware, firms can prevent timekeepers from making 

problem entries in the first place.  

For example, your time entry system can raise alerts 

in real time when a descriptive narrative includes cer-

tain keywords, or when content indicates that block 

billing may be taking place.  

In other words, integrating billing restrictions with 

specific features within your time recording system 

can allow you to prevent timekeepers from “Passing 

GO” with entries that violate client rules. [See sidebar 

for a more extensive look at how Intapp Time works 

in this regard.] 

Looking beyond time entry, firms tracking other types 

of client terms can expand integration with additional 

systems and other business processes in innovative 

ways. With structured terms data, managed by  

software providing workflow capabilities, the  

possibilities are manifold. 

For example, OCGs specifying client competitors that 

firms are not allowed to represent can be integrated 

with a firm’s conflicts management and business de-

velopment systems, preventing partners from wasting 

time on “black-listed” prospects in the first place. 

Another example would be integration of client-

specific rules regarding pricing which could be inte-

grated with the firm’s pricing and budgeting applica-

tions, to ensure that any baseline requirements (such 

as alternative fee arrangements) are automatically 

captured for maximum efficiency. 
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INTAPP TERMS-TO-TIME COMPLIANCE 

The “Enforcer Service” 
 

Integrated with its time entry software, Intapp provides a 

new “Enforcer Service” which enables automatic detection 

of four specific categories of potential terms infraction:  

 

1. Restricted Billing Terms in Time Entry — Flags defined 

restricted text (“stop words/block words”). Can warn or 

prevent use of these words in narratives. It provides 

three levels of enforcement: warn, block, and allow 

release with timekeeper confirmation. 

 

2. Billing Restrictions (Block Billing) —  Scans narratives 

for indications of block billing using defined regular 

expressions. In most cases searching for semi-colons is 

the most effective configuration parameter, though 

this can be extended to address specific firm practices. 

 

3. Billing Instructions for Time Entry —  Provides a 

“notes” feature where it displays text below the client 

or matter.  With the client terms integration, this is 

also a hyperlink back to that specific item in that OCG 

document within terms management software. 

 

4. Minimum Number of Words in Time Entry —   

Validates entries against defined policies for minimum 

narrative word length (supplementing the character 

count display the software natively provides). 
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Eyes on the Prize:  

Enhancing the Client Experience  

Whatever your firm’s objectives are when it comes  

to managing OCGs and compliance with client terms, 

it’s important not to lose sight of the fact that the  

ultimate goal is to deliver a brilliant client experience. 

Demonstrating to clients that you are actively  

managing OCG requirements helps to build trust,  

reduces potential friction and delays related to billing 

and payment, and enables client matter teams to  

focus on delivering excellent service. 

By taking control of the OCG process, firms can  

master the OCG treadmill rather than allowing OCGs  

to control them — and differentiate from other firms 

which may have less airtight controls in place.  

 

 

Importantly, firms can execute these projects using 

their existing systems and data — and then use early 

ROI to justify additional investment in new systems 

and processes as needed.  

There are many possible paths to improving OCG 

management and compliance, and for many firms,  

a phased approach with clear milestones can help to 

make the process seem less daunting. 

Aurora North is experienced in navigating client  

terms management and we are ready and able to  

help advise, guide and support your journey every 

step of the way, whatever your ultimate destination. ▲ 
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